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Notes from a Small Island meets Eat Pray Love on the Tropic of Cancer, Formosa Moon is a
dual-voiced cultural exploration around Taiwan undertaken by a couple, he a veteran
guidebook writer intimately familiar with the island and she, a first-time visitor who's reluctantly
agreed to relocate sight unseen.Part travelogue, part guidebook, Formosa Moon follows the
couple as they travel around the island seeking cultural exploration on a deeper level,
abandoning themselves to its quirky people, convoluted history and boundless
eccentricity.Formosa Moon inspires readers to explore Taiwan on a deeper level while
simultaneously offering practical information on visiting - and perhaps even expatriating to -
one of Asia's most under-the-radar destinations.

"Formosa Moon is more than just another wonderful travel book about Taiwan. It is armchair
travel at its finest with a delightful He Says/She Says twist. Like the beautiful island itself,
Formosa Moon will surprise and delight you at every turn. You don’t have to know Taiwan or
even have any plans to ever visit the place to love this book. But after reading Formosa Moon
you might feel compelled to make the trip yourself."Eve Brown-Waite,First Comes Love, then
Comes Malaria:How a Peace Corps Poster Boy Won My Heart and a Third World Adventure
Changed My Life--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorJoshua Samuel
Brown is the author of Vignettes of Taiwan, How not to Avoid Jet Lag (and other tales of travel
madness) and co-author of thirteen titles for guidebook titan Lonely Planet.Stephanie Huffman
is pursuing her Master’s Degree at National Chengchi University. In addition to her studies she
is interning at a local puppet museum. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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rootsAcknowledgmentsFurther Reading about TaiwanNotes“What a delight! Joshua Samuel
Brown and Stephanie Huffman offer readers an affectionate, clear-eyed view of Taiwan that
highlights its complexities, its eccentricities, and its wonders. Structured as a dual-voiced
narrative, Formosa Moon is as much the story of a relationship forged by the act of travel as it
is about Taiwan. A must-read for both returning and first-time visitors to Taiwan.”Shawna Yang
Ryan, Author Water Ghosts, Green Island.• • •“By rights, a Far East travelogue written by a
couple of aging American flower children should rank highly on the Books Not To Publish list.
But Joshua is a veteran Gonzo journalist and his partner Stephanie a courageous ingénue with
a taste for the weird. The result is a clever, offbeat and very funny introduction to Taiwan that’s
hard to beat for sheer readability. A must for any Taiwan lover’s bookshelf or fan of well-done
travel writing in general.”Nury Vittachi, Author of The Feng Shui Detective, The Curious Diary
of Mr. Jam, The Kama Sutra of Business.• • •“Formosa Moon is more than just another
wonderful travel book about Taiwan. It is armchair travel at its finest with a delightful He Says/
She Says twist. Like the beautiful island itself, Formosa Moon will surprise and delight you at
every turn. You don’t have to know Taiwan or even have any plans to ever visit the place to love
this book. But after reading Formosa Moon you might feel compelled to make the trip
yourself.”Eve Brown-Waite, Author, First Comes Love, then Comes Malaria: How a Peace
Corps Poster Boy Won My Heart and a Third World Adventure Changed My Life.• • •“Like the
island nation at its center, Formosa Moon is a delightful enigma, a memoir of love, travel and
resettlement, and a permission slip to chuck it all, and move halfway around the world to save
your soul. Or at least to look for it. Josh and Stephanie are seekers above all else, and as they
seek out and reveal Taiwan’s cultural curiosities and natural gifts they’ll inspire you to travel
(preferably to Taiwan), listen deeply, and never, ever take yourself too seriously.”Adam Skolnick,
Travel writer and author of Indolirium and One Breath: Freediving, Death and the Quest to
shatter Human Limits.• • •“Pure delight. Read it for the quirky, entertaining, and wholly unique
stories. Stay for the original insights of a seasoned traveller and the unwitting generous
accomplice he talks into accompanying him. Their duelling reflections and perspectives,
presented in an unconventional he said/she said format draws you in to every page.”Doug
McLennan, Editor: Arts Journal (www.artsjournal.com): The Daily Digest of Arts, Culture &
Ideas.• • •“Formosa Moon is two endearingly peculiar love stories between three characters
told as a travelogue. The characters are Joshua and Stephanie, a quirky artistic couple from



Portland, and Taiwan, a quirky subtropical island in East Asia. The tale of the couple’s
cautiously blossoming romance is told alternately from each person’s point of view as they’re
seduced by Taiwan’s bizarrely heartwarming charm. Charming, endearing, and effortlessly
readable, Formosa Moon can only be summed up with one phrase: it’s not what you
expect.”Matt Gibson, Xpat Matt (https://xpatmatt.com)• • •“While this is a book about travel and
about place, having been co-authored by a couple also makes it a book about relationships
(my personal specialty.) From the first pages you get a glimpse not only of what planning a life
changing move is like, but what it means to negotiate for your needs in a relationship. While
Formosa Moon tells a lovely story of a person showing his partner the city he loves, it’s also full
of concrete tips and suggestions about locations and festivals to help you plan your own
visit.”Stella Harris, Sex educator, coach, and author of Tongue Tied: Untangling Communication
in Sex, Kink, and Relationships.• • •“Formosa Moon is a singular book, a quirky mix of memoir,
travelogue, and practical travel information. It’s well written, immensely likeable, and informed.
The pairing of new eyes with an old Taiwan hand works beautifully. Of course, having a good
idea and executing it effectively are two different matters. This is where Brown’s writing talents
come in. He has a good nose for anecdotes, story hooks, segues, and funny phrasing.”John
Ross, Bookish Asia.• • •“Whether you know Taiwan intimately or want to see it through an
expert’s eyes as someone who has never been, Formosa Moon is an enchanting wander
through Taiwan, written as a love story between Taiwan expert and Lonely Planet author,
Joshua Samuel Brown; and his partner Stephanie Huffman, a newcomer to Taiwan and to
Asia.”Carrie Kellenberger, My Several Worlds (http://www.myseveralworlds.com)• • •“Joshua
Samuel Brown and Stephanie Huffman have pulled off something remarkable: A love letter to
Taiwan grounded in deep experience and fresh eyes. A beautiful book for the beautiful
island.”Andrew Leonard, Salon.com• • •FormosaMoonJoshua Samuel Brown&Stephanie
HuffmanThingsAsian PressFormosa MoonBy Joshua Samuel Brown and Stephanie
HuffmanCopyright © 2018 ThingsAsian PressAll rights reserved under international copyright
conventions. No part of the contents of this book may be reproduced or utilized in any form or
by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying and recording, or by any
information storage and retrieval system, without the written consent of the publisher.Please be
advised that restaurants, shops, businesses, and other establishments in this book have been
written about over a period of time. The editor and publisher have made every effort to ensure
the accuracy of the information included in this book at the time of publication, but prices and
conditions may have changed, and the editor, publisher, and the authors cannot assume and
hereby disclaim liability for loss, damage, or inconvenience caused by errors, omissions, or
changes in regard to information included in this book.Portrait icons of authors by David Lee
Ingersoll.ThingsAsian PressSan Francisco, California, USAwww.thingsasianpress.comTo the
people of Taiwan:g�SËv„w<w[f/g�Y}v„“á[PA friend’s eyes are the best mirrorForewordOver the last few decades
has attracted cool people from around the world, people drawn by our art, culture and music
scene. I don’t know what first brought Joshua Samuel Brown here - he claims he was
encouraged to come by the owner of a Taiwanese restaurant in New York in 1994 - but I am
glad he’s chosen to settle here and write about my home.Over the course of Formosa Moon,
Joshua travels around Taiwan with his girlfriend and co-writer Stephanie, getting involved in
many adventures. They do some normal tourist stuff, like visiting Taroko Gorge and Sun Moon
Lake. They explore some out-of-the-way places, like Smangus and rural Green Island. And
they do some strange stuff, like taking over a hotel in Nantou to stage a puppet show, having
their marriage plans imperiled by a fortune teller in Tainan, and attempting to join a religious
cult in Taipei.I don’t know if this is the most exhaustive book ever written in English about



Taiwan, but I feel like it might be the coolest and weirdest. It’s definitely a lot of fun.I hope
Joshua and Stephanie stay here for many years, and write more books about my nation,
Taiwan.Freddy LimNew People’s Party Legislator / Chthonic Lead SingerFreddy Lim [Photo
courtesy of Tobie Openshaw]ProloguePortland, Oregon [Photo courtesy of The Unipiper]The
TalkStephanie and I are sitting up in bed drinking coffee. The queen-sized mattress on the floor
of our living room is the sole item of furniture left in the two-bedroom apartment in Portland,
Oregon, in which we’ve lived together for close to three and a half years. Everything else is
gone, the dressers and drawers, the tables and chairs, the desks and whiteboard that made up
my home office and the spinning wheels and sewing machines that made up Stephanie’s fiber
studio; all gone, given away to friends, sold over two months of frenzied online sales. All that’s
left are two mugs, a coffee pot, and this mattress.We sit in echoing quiet, looking out over the
milky morning daylight of the Pacific Northwest from our balcony window, the lush green forest
strip between our apartment and the Willamette River—the view that had sold us on the
apartment over three years ago. We both know that this is the last time for a long while that
we’ll be seeing the river, seeing the view of Portland, a city that Stephanie still loves but for me
had grown cold long ago.I knew there was something special about Stephanie when we first
met. It had been at a social gathering set up by a mutual friend of ours, Stella, in the early days
when I’d first moved to Portland after yet again giving up travel writing for good. Although I’d
been in love with Portland then (as I often am with a new city that holds so much promise of
exploration), I knew in 2012 that I’d not come to settle. A nomad by nature and expatriate by
choice, no city—at least no American city—has ever held me long enough to make me want to
put down roots too deeply. Besides, despite its oft-repeated unofficial city motto Keep Portland
Weird, having lived in Taiwan for so long and experienced a Taiwanese caliber of continual
quirk and charm, Portland would never be weird enough for me. I saw it as a good place to live
for a few years, to explore, to become expert about, only before moving on.And then Stephanie
and I met. Four years later, two middle-aged pagan flower children in an empty apartment in
which we’ve lived together for 3.5 of those years ready to embark on an open-ended
adventure, we’d both made the agreement to throw our lots in together.But that’s not the only
agreement we’d made, and that’s not the agreement that starts the story. Because sometime
shortly after we first realized that we were going to be together for a long time, that we
represented more to each other than just a fling, I gave Stephanie The Talk: Specifically, that
no matter how much I loved her, and no matter what I did to try to get comfortable, to settle, to
set down roots in America, eventually I’d wind up returning to Taiwan. If Stephanie fell in love
with me, she was going to have to accept the inevitability of one day returning with me to live in
Taiwan, if not forever, then at least for a couple of years.But would a small-town girl from the
Midwest who’d never lived in a city bigger than Portland be able to adjust? We’d find out soon
enough.At 8 a.m. my phone buzzes with an incoming text from our friend Anthony:On way to
pick up your mattress and wish you both a bon voyage.In a few hours, we would be on our way
to Taiwan.The first time I met Josh he made me laugh so hard I was crying and gasping for
breath. He’d remarked on something I’d said and instantly had my complete attention. I
remember telling him to stop talking for a minute to give me a chance to catch my breath.On
our first date he invited me over to his apartment and cooked me breakfast. He was funny and
charming, and he made a fantastic quiche with prosciutto (“Bacon’s mature cousin,” he called
it). I was already swooning by the time he told me he was a travel writer. He just kept getting
better and better! Naturally I wanted to know more.When he began waxing poetically about the
years he’d spent in Taiwan, I smiled and nodded.Taiwan?At the time, I’d have been hard-
pressed to find Taiwan on a map. In Asia? Sure. A place that exports stuff? Yes, I knew that.



More than that I couldn’t have told you. But this new guy was quirky and cute so I put on my
best poker face, nodding in all the appropriate spots when he spoke happily about his years in
Asia.After our date the first thing I did was to check Google Maps, feeling a sense of relief that
I’d not only placed Taiwan in the correct spot generally, but that I was also correct in my
assumption that it was indeed an island.As our relationship progressed, Josh spoke often of
Taiwan and the place sounded interesting, strange and quirky like himself. “One day I’ll take
you there,” he’d say, and I assumed this was something he said to all the ladies, filing the
promise under the label the seductive charm of my new boyfriend, i.e., nothing I needed to take
too seriously. Until Josh gave me The Talk.We were sitting in the breakfast nook in his
apartment finishing our lunch when he began.“Stephanie, if we’re going to get serious I should
tell you that Taiwan will always be the other woman.” His voice was uncharacteristically serious.
“I can be with you, but Taiwan is eventually going to call me back.”I cocked a smile. “You mean I
have to share you with 23 million other people?”“Basically, yes.”I was beginning to take his talk
of Taiwan more seriously, but not much. We were, after all, just dating. It’s not like we were
moving in together.A few months later we moved in together.While we looked for apartments,
Josh reminded me that he couldn’t live in Portland permanently. We hatched a vague plan: live
in the city for a while and then travel abroad. Traveling to Taiwan had become part of my plans
but it was still off in the future. It didn’t feel real.Less than a year into our lease the opportunity
for me to return to school arose, and I gave Josh my own version of The Talk.Dropping out of
college in my twenties was one of my biggest regrets, and I’d promised myself that if I ever had
the opportunity to finish my degree I wouldn’t make the same mistake twice. Though he was
already getting antsy to travel abroad again, Josh agreed to stay until I graduated. I agreed to
follow him to Taiwan afterwards.Josh wasn’t kidding about Taiwan being the other woman. Over
the next two and a half years as I finished my degree he grew increasingly restless, pining for
his adopted homeland. During the final year, he found work opportunities that took him back
twice, once for two weeks and another time for over a month. During both of these visits, Josh
called me using a video app on his phone, taking me on virtual tours through the chaotic
markets and peaceful parks of Taipei. As my graduation grew nearer, we began talking more
and more seriously about heading to Taiwan. What seemed like a flirtatious line years ago was
about to become a reality.• • • •Taiwan in a NutshellCommonly known as: TaiwanEarly
Portuguese sailors called it: Isla Formosa (Beautiful Island)Sometimes mistaken for:
ThailandOfficial name: The Republic of ChinaThe Olympic Committee calls it: Chinese
TaipeiTaiwanese people call it: HomeArea: Just shy of 14,000 sq. milesLandmass type: One big
island, several smaller islands, one particularly lovely archipelagoCapital: TaipeiBiggest city:
TaipeiOther cities: Worth exploringCurrency: New Taiwan Dollar (NT) officially. Guanxi
(relationship) unofficially.Somewhat simplified exchange rate at time of writing: US$1 = NT
$30Made in Taiwan: Everything you think and morePolitical system: Parliamentary
democracyLanguages spoken: Mandarin, Taiwanese, Hakka, indigenous languages, English
(enthusiastically though sometimes imperfectly)Languages on maps and street signs:Chinese
(Traditional Script), Romanized version of Chinese characters that change according to year /
city / political whims / current weatherLanguages on advertisements and T-shirts:Chinese,
charming (often profound) ChinglishSide of road driven on: Right (usually)Wi-Fi: Almost
everywhereDiplomatic relationship status: “It’s complicated”Part One: Arrival and Around the
IslandFailing to avoid jet lagA full first dayI don’t remember much from the long flight to Taiwan.
Mostly, I just tried to sleep and avoid the weight of my recent decision to jettison 98 percent of
my possessions, pack up the other 2 percent, and jet halfway across the world to restart my
life. The decision had been made months ago, years really if I factored in The Talk.The in-flight



meal was lousy, but this wasn’t the airline’s fault. Worried about having my first gluten attack
before I’d even gotten to Taiwan, I played it safe and chose the raw dinner option. And that’s
what I got: a stack of raw vegetables. I sullenly ate them with the nuts and Lärabars I’d put in
my carry-on.At some point it felt like morning, so I woke up and flipped through the channels
on the seat-back monitor in front of me. As I realized that most of the channels were in
Chinese, the reality that I was going someplace very foreign became clearer. One featured two
Taiwanese travel-show hosts exploring the island and sampling a number of seafood
restaurants that I found surreal. In a few hours, I’d be living my own travel show in the same
place. Was this really my life? I couldn’t shake a nagging feeling that I had forgotten to register
for winter term, or that I was supposed to be shopping for textbooks. The ink on my diploma
was barely dry. I didn’t feel like a college graduate. I definitely didn’t feel like a travel writer.A
small child was getting restless a few rows up and Josh nudged me. “Where’s Floyd?”“Safely
packed with Hazel in my checked luggage.”“What? They’re not going to be happy about that.”I
promised to make it up to them. Floyd and Hazel were a pair of brightly colored, fuzzy glove
puppets I had made back in Portland. They were two of the host trio of our now-defunct
comedy show, Puppet Radio Theater. We had left Lucky, the third host, with Josh’s brother who
voiced the character. With no puppet to entertain, Josh went back to his seat-back monitor, as
did I.The lights of Taiwan soon came into focus. Morning was dawning as we approached the
airport. Josh hadn’t slept much on the plane and seemed groggy, but he perked up noticeably
as the plane landed. Things were about to get real.Six in the morning and the sun is rising over
Taipei City. The taller bits of skyline are barely visible through the fog from where I’m sitting in
Waishuangshi, a place north of the city I call Hippie Hill. We’ve been on the ground nearly
twenty-four hours, and asleep for about six of these. Stephanie still is, but I’m wide awake. For
the first time in a long while, I’m back in the correct time zone.The plane had landed just after
dawn, and after a quick meal of coffee and 7-Eleven rice triangles in the airport, we hit the
ground rolling. We hopped a taxi to New Garden City, a damp collection of unique buildings
and people perched on the side of a mountain on the southern end of Taipei City where I’d
lived for a while, fifteen years back, and where Edward and Abbey, my friends of two decades,
still lived. They’d come to Taiwan sometime in the eighties, eventually settling into a lifestyle in
New Garden City that heavily involved primitivism, recycling, and permaculture.They’d seen me
go through a lot in Taiwan. A couple of other relationships (including one failed marriage), a
small nervous breakdown, and several book projects. They’d offered us use of their space to
store our bags as we traveled around Taiwan, and wanting a homelike space from which
Stephanie and I could begin the adventures, I purposely decided to make their house our first
stop. Taipei City, though our logical starting point, is intense (even on a weekend). As a first-
time visitor, Stephanie would no doubt find the city overwhelming.Despite the early hour,
Edward and Abbey were both already up and preparing for their day’s projects, in Abbey’s case
teaching a class in permaculture and in Ed’s, translation work. They were early risers, had
been as long as I’d known them. They invited us to spend the rest of the day relaxing in their
apartment, but if there’s one thing that decades of intercontinental travel have taught me, it’s
the folly of sleeping during daylight hours during the first seventy-two hours of arrival.Anyway,
the day had barely begun, and my buddy Tobie was coming to pick us up in his van for a brief
road trip to Wulai. Ed and Abbey suggested that before we left we might want to take a look at
the apartment upstairs. It had been vacant for half a year and under construction for nearly as
long.“It’s not habitable at the moment, but if you’re interested in moving in at some point in the
future you might be able to work something out with our landlord.”It felt to me like I’d barely sat
down in Ed and Abbey’s living room when I had to get up again to scope out a potential future



apartment. The place was under construction and didn’t seem to have a working kitchen or
bathroom. I was just starting to process the possibility that we might actually live here when
Tobie showed up. Five minutes later, we were being driven up a winding and narrow mountain
road, Tobie punctuating the drive with news about which places along the route had been
destroyed by a recent typhoon and how far along various repairs were coming.We continued
driving upwards, the river and valley on one side and a steep mountain, crumbling in some
places and newly reinforced elsewhere, on the other. Reaching a parking lot at the top, Tobie
parked the van.“Welcome to Wulai,” Josh said.Apparently this was a favorite spot for both Tobie
and Josh. As they brought me to the Wulai Atayal Museum, filled with exhibits on indigenous
culture and costumes, I was filled with confusion. Wasn’t I just on a plane? What was I doing
walking around a museum? Josh, the experienced travel writer, had advised me to stay awake
until nightfall so as to adjust to the new time zone. My mind was fuzzy, and words were difficult
to find.Josh suggested coffee, which we had behind the museum sitting at a table facing the
river.When we’d left Portland, it was winter and cloudy. Here it was sunny, so I bought a sunhat
from a street vendor. My first purchase in Taiwan; I thought of my best friend Kelly, who always
wore large hats. I couldn’t wait to show her this new one, but realized that she was a world
away now and I didn’t know when I’d see her again. Everything I knew felt so far away.Was this
move a good idea?I didn’t have long to dwell on these thoughts. We were walking again, down
a cobblestone street lined with stores, restaurants, and hot spring places. Josh went over to a
stall grilling meat on a stick and came back with a handful of kabobs.“The guy says it’s wild pig,
but I’m dubious about how wild,” Josh said.Whatever. It was delicious. We ate a few more meat
things on sticks, and then Tobie brought us to a hot spring spa where I soon found myself
soaking my aches and pains away. The spa was beautiful, with several pools of different
temperatures ranging from just above freezing to way too hot, and a steam room. But the
experience was confusing as well.What was I doing here? I really needed sleep.I forget exactly
how Tobie and I met, but the fact that we were collaborating on a film project just a few weeks
after our first meeting should tell you all you need to know about our friendship. Tobie
emigrated from South Africa with his family in the 1990s and has since immersed himself,
putting his skills as a photographer and videographer to great use over the years by
documenting unique aspects of local culture, engaging with indigenous communities, and
heading to places hard hit by natural disasters (of which Taiwan has no shortage) to act in both
relief and documenting capacity.Perhaps you’ve tuned into The Weather Channel and seen a
segment from Taiwan with a distinctly Caucasian gentleman providing narration in a rich South
African accent to an in-progress typhoon, gale-force winds whipping the ocean behind him into
a frenzy and uprooting trees.That would be my friend Tobie.As we drove up to Wulai, Tobie
pointed out the signs of damage and repair still apparent from the recent typhoon. Some of the
roads were clearly newly fixed, while others lay in a state of midrepair. “That place is still
FUBAR,” Tobie said, pointing to one of the places we used to frequent together, now
completely boarded up. Its once pristine pools were now, according to Tobie, filled up with mud
and asphalt, thanks to it having had the misfortune of being in the direct path of where one
chunk of mountain had decided to give up the ghost during Typhoon Soudelor.Having
volunteered in the capacity of reportage, reconnaissance, and resupply in the days following
the 2015 typhoon, which cut Wulai off from Taipei, Tobie is a recognized presence in the
town.“Nali, nali,” the parking lot auntie told him, refusing to take the NT$60 fee.The town was
merry and bright, chirping in the midmorning with people selling clothing and crafts (some
locally made, others shipped in for less discerning travelers). But even road-weary, Stephanie
knows her fabric, so we got off the tourist drag and visited Tobie’s friend Mei-lu, a local weaver



who sells handcrafted items and teaches weaving classes from her stall inside the Wulai Atayal
Museum. Mei-lu also made great coffee, a good thing as Stephanie and I were both starting to
crash.We walked around the Old Street some more, eating street food here and there before
heading over to a place on the main drag called Yen Town Hot Spring, where we soaked for
about an hour. After the soak and more food, I could see that Stephanie was crashing in a way
that more coffee would only have worsened, and I needed a nap as well. Portland had made
me soft. With several hours of daylight left, we all headed down the mountain together to
Tobie’s place in Xindian, on the outer edge of Taipei City.I had a difficult time keeping my eyes
open on the drive down the mountain, but a nap at Tobie’s place helped tremendously.
Exhausted, I was shaking internally and felt the need to hide out in a dark room for a bit. A few
hours later Josh woke me. It was only late afternoon and I needed to stay awake until the
evening to fight the jet lag. He took me to a phone store and got me a Taiwanese phone
number. What a relief a few hundred NT$ could bring; now if we got separated I could call him.
Night had come, convincing my head that it was time to sleep. I tried not to think about how
many hours we had to get through before bed. We still had to travel across the city to get to the
place where we’d be spending the evening.Our friend Marina lived on a mountain outside the
city, and her community was throwing a New Year’s Eve party. Outside of Josh, Marina was the
only other person in Taipei whom I’d met before, having spent several days hanging out with
her the previous year when she’d come to visit America. So it seemed a good idea to spend
the first night in Taiwan with her. Still I was secretly dreading having to make small talk with
strangers at a New Year’s party in such a tired state, assuming I could even communicate with
the other guests.Crossing the city from south to north, Josh thought it would be a good idea to
take me to dinner at the Shilin Night Market, which I think in hindsight he wound up regretting
as much as I did agreeing to it. Though he was completely at home weaving through the crowd
and chatting up vendors effortlessly, I found the place too…well, too much of everything really.
Too many people, too much noise, too many bright lights, too many smells, too many cars
driving right by pedestrians, too many signs, too much energy.Josh kept asking what I wanted
to eat. I kept drawing a blank so he kept handing me food. I remember eating things on sticks
but the details elude me. Walking was getting difficult and I felt like I was going to fall over.
When Josh said it was time to catch a taxi to Marina’s I was relieved that the noise
bombardment of the night market was finally over. I never wanted to return.The road to her
house deteriorated into broken concrete and then eroded into such giant potholes that the taxi
driver had to abandon the drive halfway up the mountain. We walked the rest of the way but
quickly became lost. It was dark and our directions were vague. I remember just wanting
everything to stop. The exhaustion of jet lag was hitting me hard and I felt like I was going to
pass out. Drumming sounds floated down to us so we knew we were headed generally in the
right direction. It sounded like a bizarre siren song calling us upwards. We followed several
switchbacks but became even more lost. Josh kept calling out Marina’s name until finally she
answered. We stayed put until she found us.The official path was still confusing and it took all
my concentration to not trip on my own feet as she led us to the party. A mellow drum circle
was happening and people were chatting and drinking. I felt like a zombie—I couldn’t drink
alcohol, couldn’t eat the food (it all looked like gluten), and couldn’t speak the language. I
hovered at the edge, waiting until we could politely leave. The thought I want to go home kept
playing in my head like a broken record. Josh and I tried to follow the short path to Marina’s but
became quickly lost again. It felt like this day wouldn’t end and a cruel goddess was toying with
me, dangling sleep ever out of reach. We called for Marina yet again and followed her to her
home.Finally, blessed sleep was within reach. I stumbled into pajamas and sloppily brushed my



teeth and hair. The assembled partygoers were staying up to watch the fireworks over the city.
It was close to midnight but I was too exhausted to care. Instead I collapsed onto the thin mat
and quickly fell asleep. A few hours later I awoke to a group of people stumbling around the
space. I was confused and disorientated. Josh mumbled that it was Marina bringing home
revelers who were too drunk or tired to drive home. I collapsed back to sleep as they set up
camp across the floor.The next morning I awoke to a new year in a strange house in the
mountains. My boyfriend was gone, and I was surrounded by sleeping hippies.Welcome to
Taiwan, I told myself.• • • •The How and Why of WulaiWulai exists in that most fortunate of
areas: close enough to the city to make for an afternoon getaway, far enough from the city to
feel like a vastly different ecosystem, and interesting enough to justify repeat visits.That wulai
means “hot water” in the native Atayal tongue speaks to two reasons people visit the town.
There are numerous hot springs, as well as Atayal people (and their accompanying food and
culture) in Wulai. The main nexus of all is the Old Street that stretches for about a quarter of a
kilometer along the banks of the river, continuing on the other side of the river across the red
bridge. The public hot spring area is currently under renovation. Private hot springs line both
the Old Street and the first part of the road leading to the Wulai Waterfalls (which are beautiful).
Private hot spring places range from love motel-type of places with intimate stone tubs, river
views (and sometimes beds) for between NT$200-800 for a two-hour stay, to communal areas
segregated by gender and not requiring swimsuits, to mixed-gender communal areas with
multiple pools requiring bathing suits and swim caps.My favorite spot of the latter variety is Yen
Town on the Old Street (directly across the river from the currently defunct public pools), which
is well maintained and has pools of varying temperatures, wet and dry saunas, a heart-
stopping cold plunge, and a shower with riot-police water pressure.Wulai Xiaochi Dian is also
on the Old Street, and if you’re gluten intolerant they’ll know not to give you any wheat or soy
sauce.In addition to activities of the relaxing variety, Wulai is a great starting point for jungle
hikes and bike rides of both the long and short variety (though you’ll want a mountain bike if
you plan to go much further than the village of Fushan). There are several beautiful waterfalls
along the river, which is also popular with river-tracing enthusiasts.Weekends are crowded in
Wulai, with the single road leading there and back especially so. Come during the week if you
can.To get to Wulai by public transportation, take the Green Line MRT to Xindian (Terminal
Station) and take bus #849. It stops at the Old Street.Xinwu Road stretches from Xindian to
Wulai, and though a popular cycling road, the old Wulai road is a safer choice, and is mostly
still intact.Aerial View of Wulai [Photo courtesy of Tobie Openshaw]Ximending Street ArtArt,
luxury, and massageArt is the way to a woman’s heart, at least where my lady is concerned, so
after resting for a day on Hippie Hill, our first planned excursion into the city was a day filled
with museum visits. Alas, one should always check online first, as the Taipei Museum of
Contemporary Art is closed on Mondays. So was the Lin Liu-Hsin Museum. (Many museums in
Taipei are closed on Mondays; file this under useful travel information.)But I’d promised her art,
and as we were within walking distance of Ximending, that’s where we headed. XiMen means
“West Gate,” and the neighborhood is named for the westernmost gate of the massive wall that
once enclosed an early incarnation of Taipei City. The wall was built in the late Qing dynasty, at
the beginning of the twentieth century, when this sort of urban protection was still in fashion, if
only barely.When the Japanese took over Taiwan they had no use for the wall, and being
eminently pragmatic tore it down to use the bricks for more practical purposes. Some of the
buildings they’d built still stand, and a few of these are currently being used for activities that
the early twentieth-century Japanese colonizers would not likely have approved of. One of
these is graffiti.The neighborhood was buzzing and electric with flashing signs, neon lights, and



multistory video screens showing movie previews and clothing commercials. People in every
direction moved across intersections and crowded the brick pedestrian pathways, which
themselves blazed with activity, things to buy, stuff to do, endless things to eat. There were food
vendors everywhere, and Josh bought me some tiny eggs on a stick to be eaten while we
wandered looking for a more suitable restaurant. This apparently is common practice in
Taipei.Already overwhelmed, I found myself wishing the museums had been open that day.
Sensing this, Josh took my hand and brought me down a side street that was marginally
quieter, filled with tattoo shops that hadn’t yet opened for the day.“The museums may be
closed, but this town is filled with art.”A few minutes later we were in a part of Ximending that
was older, far less crowded, and absolutely covered with street art, with entire walls of
buildings enveloped in murals, some by single artists, others multiple artist collaborations
(whether intentional or not). On one building, a photo-realistic painting of gigantic swans sat
next to a smiling blue skull, next to which someone had painted “Graffiti saved my life” in large
letters. On another wall superheroes mingled with demons. Down the block, a black-and-white
Audrey Hepburn smoked a cigarette from a long bone holder, surrounded by blobs of color.My
favorite art piece was a large Godzilla sculpture made out of recycled spray bottles and car
tires. The spray bottles had been painted black to match the tires that made up the tail.
However, most of the monster’s body was covered in stickers featuring brightly colored artwork
and slogans. One said “Bad Kids Tattoo Addict,” another “Love The Life You Live.”Though less
crowded, this part of Ximending was far from empty. In a semivacant lot, several cosplayers
were getting dressed for a photo shoot. I stopped into a public restroom and washed my hands
next to a young woman applying makeup in the style of Harley Quinn, her blond wig with pink
and blue highlights sitting on the sink as she pursed her lips to apply bright red lipstick.
Outside, the Joker waited for her in a long purple coat, seeming realistically impatient. More
teenagers roamed around the area, taking selfies with the many colorful murals.“I promised
you art, did I not?” Josh said.Afterwards, I took Stephanie to the Red House Theater, another
Ximending institution built by the Japanese, whose current incarnation has also shifted into one
the colonizers would not likely approve of. Built as a market in 1908, the Red House became a
theater under nationalist rule, and in the twenty-first century has become a performance space,
art-themed shopping space, and also the epicenter of Taipei’s beautiful burgeoning LGBTQ
culture. The center building is the Red House itself, now a cultural and creative center filled
with stalls selling all manner of artistic bric-a-brac. Surrounding the building is a wide plaza
filled with stalls, past which you’ll find restaurants, bars, and a few shops offering more unusual
wares.Well, this is an unusual juxtaposition, I thought to myself as Josh and I crossed the
street from the glitzy pedestrian mall lined with high-rise shopping centers and over to a plaza
centered around a building with a more traditional feel. Josh brought me into the Red House, a
large, octagonal, red-and-white brick building that seemed to have been built in a different era,
which, as it turned out, was the case. We walked inside and wandered around, checking out
crafty wares being sold in booths staffed by local artists. There was one booth where a painter
sold her own work, paintings of smiling dogs in brightly colored cars; another where a woman
sold handmade soaps in a variety of interesting shapes (including several bars shaped like
Taiwan itself); and my personal favorite, a booth selling intricately designed geometrically
shaped jewelry.We wandered around outside the building, where there were other booths set
up. One of these was being manned by someone who looked very familiar, which seemed
bizarre as I’d been in Taiwan less than seventy-two hours.To be fair, the guy in question was
pretty distinctive looking. Chubby and childlike, with a bowl haircut and round, Harry Potter-like
glasses. As if to drive this home, the guy was selling shirts, bags, and other items all



emblazoned with drawings of himself. Stephanie saw him first and pointed him out.“Doesn’t
that guy look familiar?” she asked.It took a minute, but I realized that we’d both seen him on
one of the in-flight programs we’d watched on the flight in. It had been one of those locally
produced Interesting People-type programs.The artist, who went by the name of Wen-wen,
seemed slightly bewildered.“You saw me on an airplane show?” he said. “I remember being
filmed by a journalist about a year ago, but that’s the last I heard of it until now.”“He never
called you to let you know when your segment would air?”“Nope.”“Airplane journalists…” I
muttered. “What are you gonna do?”While Josh chatted up Wen-wen in Mandarin, I noticed
something peculiar from the corner of my eye. Two women were chatting nearby, and one of
them seemed to have several strange growths on one arm and both shoulders. Furthermore,
the growths seemed to be moving. Closer observation revealed these to be large reptiles.I
walked over for a better look, and the woman smiled and beckoned to me to pet them. She
spoke English and introduced me to her pets, two large lizards and an even larger bearded
dragon. She had even made small collars with bells for each to wear.Josh came over a few
minutes later, and we posed for pictures with the reptiles. I was absolutely enthralled by the
concept of these exotic animals being in public, but Josh was a bit more nonchalant.“Taipei
people are known for their love of strange pets.”After visiting with the reptiles, we walked
around the plaza a bit more. One building was a two-story-high rectangle with what appeared
to be bars, restaurants, and a few stores.“Guess what they sell here,” Josh asked, pointing to
an open door through which I could see a wall of boxers, briefs, and other distinctly masculine
underwear styles.“An underwear store?” I ventured.“Well, they sell that too.”We walked through
the interior underwear-lined hallway, where I discovered other wares—dildos of various sizes,
shapes, and colors; cock rings with every conceivable attachment; and an array of other sex
toys, all geared towards men. While well stocked, the store itself had a very casual and clean
vibe, with little of the seediness often found in such places in the States.Leaving the store and
strolling across the plaza, I saw numerous rainbow flags waving in the afternoon breeze. A few
restaurants were open, but most of the bars were closed.“As you might imagine, this particular
part of town doesn’t get lively until later in the evening,” Josh said with a wink.Lao Tzu famously
wrote, “A good traveler has no fixed plans, and is not intent on arriving.” It’s a sentiment I’ve
generally taken to heart in my own travels, and to say that I’d planned out our upcoming getting-
to-know-Taiwan tour would be an overstatement. I’d used my travel writer mojo to arrange a
somewhat structured multiday familiarization tour of Taitung with the East Coast Tourism
Bureau people later in the month. We had been given a tentative invitation to spend a few days
at an art-themed hotel before Chinese New Year, but the overall plan for January was to drift
around the island in a roughly clockwise fashion with a few “anchor dates” on either corner,
staying in smaller hotels and hostels along the way.So perhaps spending our first two Taiwan
nights sleeping on a thin mat in a friend’s mountaintop hideaway was good training.But Taipei
is nothing if not luxurious, so it seemed a shame not to put said travel writer mojo to good use
by getting us a few nights at the Grand Hyatt, the crème de la crème of Taipei’s luxury
hotels.Before leaving the States, Josh had gotten an invite to spend a couple of nights at a
fancy hotel in Taipei during our first week in Taiwan in exchange for writing an article about
their newly opened spa. When he mentioned it to me, he seemed bored by the prospect.“I did
a bunch of fancy hotel stays for an online site called Jetsetter a few years back. It was cool, but
I dunno…I’m a two-star guy, three-star, tops. I feel kind of out of place in fancy hotels. It’s hard
for me to write them up without making fun of them.”I checked the hotel out online and realized
that I’d never stayed anywhere nearly as fancy. Josh agreed that the prospect of spending two
days in extreme luxury before starting our trip around the island (a journey in which luxury



would not be the focus) was too good to pass up.“It’ll be fun to check into the hotel looking like
traveling circus folk,” Josh said, noting that Hunter S. Thompson would have approved.After
checking our backpacks out of the lockers deep under Taipei Main Station, Stephanie and I
headed to the Grand Hyatt looking like the road crew for some bargain-basement jam band.
But the Taiwanese are famously courteous to travelers of all economic levels, and I’ve no doubt
that even if we hadn’t come on semiofficial travel-writer-type business, some member of the
Grand Hyatt staff would have eventually handed us a fragrant towelette and cocktail. After
proper introductions, Stephanie and I were whisked up to the twentieth floor to begin our forty-
eight-hour luxury package.Our accommodations had more floor space and twice the
bathrooms of our apartment in Portland. The main bathroom boasted a rainforest shower and a
tub big enough for a romantic evening with two full-grown mermaids. There was also a heated
toilet with a bewildering number of soothing water-spouting accoutrements.The suite had a
roughly 270-degree view of Taipei, showcasing the city in its busy glory by day and neon
splendor by night. This stellar view could be blocked out at the push of a bank of buttons that
raised and lowered blinds, sent blackout curtains sliding from hidden compartments, turned
lights on and off, operated the large flat-screen TV and could, in a pinch, be used to call for
postcoital room service kippers for the mermaids.Having never seen a bidet before, Stephanie
found it puzzling. She was anything but ambivalent on the spa, though.Our three-hour “Calm”
couple session began with us wrapped in thick, white robes, soaking our feet in a brine of
scented water while sipping flower tea, as our masseuses made their preparations. Beckoned
to our heated massage tables, we were slathered in black mud, wrapped in a coating of thick
plastic, and covered in heavy blankets. My masseuse applied additional mud onto my face with
a soft brush, which I found quite soothing. I soon found myself floating on a pleasant cloud of
heated mud and perspiration. Josh, however, was having a different experience.“I am stewing
in my own juices,” he said.“It’s supposed to be relaxing,” I whispered.“I feel like a Butterball
turkey…or a rotisserie chicken. Not my idea of relaxing.”I heard a rustling from Josh’s table,
and presumed that his low tolerance for heat and confined spaces was getting the best of
him.“I’m going to shower off this mud.”Josh came back a few minutes later and asked me if I
was enjoying my basting. I assured him that I was and sunk deeper into my heated massage
table.I count among my phobias mild claustrophobia and fear of cannibals, so being seasoned,
wrapped in plastic, and set on a heated table isn’t my idea of an ideal date. Furthermore, I’m
not a “three-hour spa treatment” type of guy, or indeed a three-hour anything kind of guy. I had
a hard time sitting through Lord of the Rings. But Stephanie seemed to enjoy the whole spa
experience, which as these things went, was top of the line. Once I’d escaped the cling-wrap
part of the massage (I prefer to excrete my toxins more discreetly, thank you), the massage
part was quite nice.Not long after, my masseuse gestured for me to sit up. As I eased into a
standing position, a mixture of mud and sweat poured down my body. She folded the plastic
around my calves, and I waddled to the shower before joining Josh on the couch, who seemed
to be impatiently waiting for the next round to begin.After the massage, we were invited to relax
again on the couch with more flower tea before beginning the final part of the treatment, the
facial. I lay still on the table as a seemingly endless array of gentle paintbrushes caressed my
skin with sweet-smelling lotion. Again, I found myself drifting away into deep relaxation.The
facial complete, we were offered more tea and advised to let the oils and other unguents from
the various stages of the Calm treatment soak into our skin for the rest of the day before
showering. Every inch of my skin felt velvety soft and I was craving a nap. Josh and I headed
upstairs for a midday rest before heading out to explore more of Taipei.We still had a few days
left for Stephanie to acclimatize in Taipei before heading south, and a few nights left in the



humbler digs of an Airbnb in the Tienmu neighborhood. Before we’d begun, we’d agreed to
participate in every Taiwan adventure as a couple for the book, but when it came time to bring
Stephanie to the National Palace Museum, I balked. I’d been there too many times already,
dragged through first by well-meaning Taiwanese friends in the ’90s, then brought there as a
guidebook writer for my Lonely Planet gigs and, more recently, as a tour guide bringing
American visitors to see that damned Jadeite Cabbage.Who carves a vegetable out of jade?
The National Palace Museum tops many must-visit lists, but not mine. Stephanie, however,
insisted on spending a day there. So we compromised and hired a guide.It was a win-win
scenario. Josh got to stay inside and write up the magazine article about the Grand Hyatt, and
I’d get to visit the museum without being rushed, or, as was more likely, subjected to an
endless barrage of snarky comments about the National Palace Museum’s collection.My guide
was named Yue-fang, and on the taxi ride over she started telling me the history behind the
museum, and about how much of the art there was brought over by Chiang Kai-shek during
the final days of the Chinese civil war. For this reason, the museum is especially popular with
visitors from China, who consider most of the artwork inside theirs.Yue-fang had already
bought our tickets and had planned out several routes that I could choose from. The day was
sunny, so we started the tour in the park next to the museum. We weren’t the only ones with
this itinerary—the park was full of tourists with selfie sticks. Couples posed for engagement
photos by the open pavilions and birds posed for photos in exchange for treats. The banyan
trees were especially beautiful and I spent much of the time looking at the graceful way they
encapsulated the rocks and walls.After dawdling in front of the museum it was time to enter. As
Yue-fang led me up the long steps to the main entrance, two things became clear to me. First,
a single visit would not be enough. The place was grand, enormous, and almost impossible to
take in from the outside alone. And second, not speaking Chinese, I was grateful to have come
with a guide. Even if I spoke the language it would be easy to get lost in such an expansive
building. Especially with the throngs of tourists.I’d been to crowded museums before but had
never experienced this kind of intensity. On one hand it was gratifying to see so many people
interested in history and culture. On the other, being in close proximity to thousands of people
pushing their way down corridors, talking loudly, and taking endless photos easily felt
claustrophobic.There was no way we were going to find an intimate exhibit room in which to
quietly contemplate. Yue-fang and I positioned ourselves between two large tourist groups and
moved as they moved, surfing between these two larger entities without joining either one.
Thus, like a tiny school of fish swimming between two massive whales, we went between
exhibits, pausing briefly to observe one relic before being pulled along to the next. I was glad
that Josh had opted out. Between the noise, crowds, and my constant questions, he’d have
already passed snarky commentary and moved onto the how can I bail on this experience
phase.In the midst of this chaos, we turned a corner and found ourselves looking at a bronze
cauldron with Chinese characters inscribed inside. Yue-fang told me it was called the Mao
Gong Ding and that the unbroken line of characters was the longest bronze inscription in the
world, making it one of the museum’s most valuable treasures.A highlight for me was the
collection of twelve hanging scroll paintings. The Activities of the Twelve Months were painted
during the Qing dynasty. Yue-fang explained that each painting highlighted weather and
activities commonly found during a particular month. She pointed out the different plants and
flowers blooming throughout the year. In the May painting dragon boats could be seen racing
down a river. For December an artist had depicted people building a lion out of snow. A snow
lion! I was completely charmed.This being the Year of the Rooster, there was an entire
exhibition hall with dozens of paintings of chickens. One piece featured hens with baby chicks



painted with thin, delicate lines, while another featured a rooster in thick black ink strokes. This
gallery gave me an inkling as to the vastness of the museum’s collection. According to Yue-
fang, the museum has a staggering array of artwork featuring all twelve animals in the Chinese
zodiac, to be changed out yearly.Leaving this hall of chickens, we turned a corner and found
ourselves in a particularly crowded antechamber. It took a minute before we realized that we
were actually in a line, and not just any line: we’d managed to land in the Jadeite Cabbage
queue during peak viewing hours.I considered bailing, but thought better of it. The most prized
piece in the National Palace Museum’s vast collection had to live up to the hype, so why not
experience it in its full intensity, line and all. The museum guards, clearly skilled in crowd
management, were getting people past the exhibit at a fair clip. I texted Josh, telling him I was
about to see his favorite museum piece. Before he could reply Yue-fang and I were hustled into
the viewing room.There were other jadeite vegetables inside along with the famed Jadeite
Cabbage, and people were constantly taking photos. Realizing I’d have only a moment alone
with the prized artifact, I whipped out Hazel and managed to take a puppet selfie with the
vegetable before being jostled along by the masses. Later, exploring another floor, Yue-fang
and I looked out over to the spot where the line to the hall housing the main cabbage (and its
lesser jadeite vegetables) had been and saw that there was nobody there at all.Apparently
timing was key to spending time at this museum.Since childhood, I’ve been insatiable when it
came to art and history. My parents and I visited the Children’s Museum in Indianapolis
frequently when I was a girl, and no matter how long we spent, I never wanted to leave. So
when my guide hinted that our time at the museum was coming to an end, it felt like we had
just begun. I could have easily spent several hours more.Hopping on the bus to rendezvous
with Josh, my energy level dropped and I was glad that Yue-fang had ended the tour when she
did. The museum had been beautiful, loud, claustrophobic, chaotic, educational, and utterly
exhausting. I took out my phone to text Josh to arrange a meeting point and saw that he’d
replied to my earlier text about the Jadeite Cabbage:Take a bite out of it for me.• • • •Seven
Taipei Museums to Visit Once You’ve Seen the Jadeite CabbageTaiyuan Asian Puppet Theater
Museum(79 Xining North Road, Dadaocheng neighborhood; a fifteen-minute walk from either
Beimen or Shuanglian MRT)This small museum is dedicated to the preservation of Potehi, or
Taiwanese glove puppetry.Puppetry Art Center of Taipei(99 Minhang Road, Songshan District;
a ten-minute walk from Nanjing Sanmin MRT)Also about puppets and puppetry, but in a more
general way than the Lin Hsu. Overshadowed by the massive golf-ball-shaped Core Pacific
Mall.The Ju Ming Museum(Jinshan Township; check out their website for info on getting there
http://www.juming.org.tw)A massive open-air sculpture garden and museum featuring the work
of Asia’s most prolific sculptor and other artists. Well out of the city.Taipei Museum of
Contemporary Art(39 Chang’an West Road, Datong District; a ten-minute walk from
Zhongshan MRT)Located in a Japanese colonial-era building, Taipei MOCA offers a tasty filling
of rotating modern art wrapped up in an intriguing architectural experience.The Museum of
Miniatures(96 Jianguo North Road, section Section 1, Zhongshan District; a ten-minute walk
from Songjiang Nanjing MRT)Dedicated to the art of minute craftsmanship, from a working
postage-stamp-sized television set to a 40-bulb chandelier small enough to be inhaled. The
Museum of World Religion(236 Zhongshan Road, Section 1, Yonghe District; a fifteen-minute
walk from Yongan Market MRT)It’s a bit out in the boonies but worth a pilgrimage, offering a
series of integrated and multidimensional exhibitions illustrating the philosophies, ceremonies,
and holy spots of the world’s major religions.The Museum of Drinking Water(1 Siyuan Street,
Zhongzheng District; a ten-minute walk from Gonguan MRT)Because water is still more
interesting than a Jadeite Cabbage.Taiyuan Asian Puppet Theater MuseumThe agony and



ecstasy of Taiwanese foot massageFish Bite FootMy birthday fell exactly one week after we
arrived in Taipei. At age 41, I was now a recent college graduate, and though we’d not yet left
Taipei I was still totally exhausted. Josh asked me how I wanted to spend my birthday.“Hiding
inside our Airbnb room, listening to Dave Matthews,” I replied.We compromised. He spent the
first half of the day helping some friends edit an English-language brochure while I stayed
inside listening to Dave and Tim Reynolds on Live at Radio City (my go-to “recharge” album),
and in the evening he’d try to rehabilitate my low opinion of night markets by taking me to
celebrate my birthday in a place called Tamshui. My first night market experience hadn’t been
particularly enjoyable, so I was reluctant to spend my birthday pushing through crowds, eating
strange food, and looking at things I wasn’t going to buy.“Really, I’d much rather stay inside the
room and read a book,” I told him.“You can’t stay inside reading,” he replied. “We’re here writing
a book.”So off to Tamshui we went.We arrived at twilight, my favorite time of day; the sky was a
mixture of dark blues and mellow grays. For the first time since landing in Taiwan, I sensed the
presence of salt water. We walked along the bank, and as the sky grew darker, lights began to
twinkle across the river. Downstream, I could see the lights of Taipei City, but there wasn’t
much else to remind me that we were still technically within city limits.
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Jennifer Moore • Modern Medicine Lady, “There's Always More Than One Side To Any Story.
Perhaps you’ve heard the old story about two people who've been asked to describe an
elephant. One is standing at the front of the elephant. They talk about the long trunk, the sweet
soulful eyes, the ivory tusks and the big wing like ears. The other person stands to the side of
the Elephant's hind quarter. They describe the wide leathery expanse of skin, the sturdy legs,
the thin whip like tail. Both are describing an elephant yet neither of them reveal the whole
picture.Traveling to foreign places is similar. I've always been struck by how differently each of
us perceive the same event, the same place and the same experience in completely different
ways. Where I may be totally immersed in the fragrance of gardenias at the botanical gardens
and the pristine blue of the sky over my head, my husband is noticing music playing in the
background, the heat of the sun on his back and the activities of people surrounding
us.Formosa Moon is unique as a travel guide and chronicle because it reveals Taiwan from
more than one perspective. Seasoned traveler and expat Joshua Samuel Brown shares his
multi decade long love affair with Taiwan. He tells his story with his signature brand of wit,
wonder and rich descriptions. Simultaneously while she plays the role of Taiwan ingenue,
Stephanie Huffman brings a fresh set of eyes and the authentic voice of a newcomer thrust
into the sometimes hectic, sometimes uncomfortable lifestyle of the world traveler.Part travel
guide, part two sided memoir, part laugh out loud satire, Formosa Moon is a delicious read that
gives more than one view of life in Asia for the western traveler. Great Read!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Laugh out loud and entertaining travelogue. Full disclosure: I know
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Stephanie and Joshua. So of course I bought their book when it came out. That’s what
supportive friends do. I had no idea that it was going to be as good as it is. I started reading it
(gotta be able to say something knowledgeable when they ask, right?) and I swear, I couldn’t
put it down. I read a fair amount of entertaining travel books and this ranks up there with my
favorites. I love the format, seeing each experience from both points of view. I love that the
stories take precedence but it’s also a useful travel guide. I laughed out loud every few pages
and found myself intrigued and interested in both Taiwan and their adventures there. After
reading this, I can kinda understand Joshua’s obsession with Taiwan. It certainly made ME
want to go.  Luckily, I know someone who lives there....”

Abigail Z, “Wonderful Book. This is a quality book with beautiful photos!I really enjoy it's unique
presentation with the authors taking turns. So often in collaborative work, the reader doesn't
know which author writes what. It's a great story and sample of Taiwan for those of us who've
never been. Stephanie writes in rich detail both of what she sees and feels as she experiences
something new. It's inspiring how she plunges into a brand new world and is able to find the
things that keep her connected to her original passions! She's brutally honest and
funny.Joshua Brown writes like a hardened and humorous travel writer. This may be his best
work yet!  I really look forward to the next book.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Super informative and funny travel-guide-meets-memoir...still laughing!.
Wow. I picked up this book to glean a little insight into Taiwan, a place that has always
fascinated me. I had no idea I was about to become engrossed in one of the most humorous
and engaging pieces of travel writing I've read in a long time.I especially loved the dual
perspective that Josh and Stephanie bring to many of their experiences and adventures...quite
unique and refreshing. You basically get to experience Taiwan from the viewpoint of a fluent
speaker who is also well versed in the ways of the island (Josh), and from the eyes of someone
(Stephanie) whose first step in Asia was in the airport of Taiwan.These guys get up to some
seriously fun (and funny) adventures...like scuba diving to a shipwreck INSIDE a hotel (p.
250)? how about NOT illegally scaling a mountain for a skinny dip in a famous hot spring
(p.78)? Or visiting a Fairy Cave, UFOs, and eating oyster omelets (p.47)? If you want to see
the real Taiwan, for all its quirks, art, and beauty, this is your book.Now to the humor. It is not
over-the-top, but just enough to give you chuckle on every page and keep the pages turning. I
am serious when I say I was ROLFing on multiple occasions...I mean laughing so hard your
stomach hurts kind of laughing. Just to give you a few of my favs so you know what you are in
for:"I spent most of each thirty-minute [reflexology] session screaming “Shou buliao! Shou
buliao!” (“I can’t take it!”), to which he would gently reply “Ren ai…” (“Endure…”)" -
Josh"Apparently I’d jumped into the deep end at Fish Bite Foot. Story of my life!" -
StephanieOK enough of my glowing review, grab yourself a copy of this book and let me know
if you are able to put it down!See you in Taiwan!Mike”

Marcus Aurelius, “Great Book About Taiwan. Whether you are a newcomer to Taiwan or an old
hand, Formosa Moon has a little bit of everything for you. It's written in a very interesting way,
alternating between a fresh off the boat female and a Taiwan-loving long timer (ish) male,
trying to show why he loves Taiwan. There were plenty of new places they visited that made
me want to go check them out, and a lot of interesting tales along the way. When the book was
over, I really wanted to know what happened next. I guess I'll have to wait for Formosa Moon II.”

Loyal_Ebook Tops_Reader, “Fun Travelogue, Easy Read, Very Informative. Great introduction



to Taiwan without being pretentious and stuffy.Kicked-back style and even a (rare) appearance
of puppets.Highly recommended”

The book by Joshua Samuel Brown has a rating of 5 out of 4.9. 17 people have provided
feedback.
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